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Background
• DMOs are non-profits tasked with generating 

tourism for a city/country/region
(Gretzel et al., 2006; Horrigan, 2009; Pike & Pike, 2014)

• Influencers are microcelebrities that build brands 
and engage with audiences on social media

(Abidin, 2014; Duffy, 2017; Marwick, 2015)



Methods
• Observations at Women in Travel Summit 2017

• Interviewswith 20 influencers, destination 
marketers, and intermediaries

• Analysis of Social Travel Summit Think Tank 
reports



From Journalists to Influencers
• DMOs know how to work with travel journalists

• They have struggled to adjust to travel influencers

The old work [with travel journalists] was quite 
predictable, because it was a preset 
program. We led them through this program, 
so you basically knew what to expect from 
the articles which are going to be produced. 
Working with bloggers is more independent, 
so you really don’t know what comes out.

-European Destination Marketer

The growth of blogging fundamentally 
changed the relationship between travel 
writers and the travel/tourism industry to such 
an extent that, at first, neither party really 
understood how it might work. So both parties 
have been finding their way and developing 
protocols from scratch as they go.

-Social Travel Summit Report (2014)



The Emergence of Intermediaries 
• New entrepreneurs have emerged to bridge this gap

• They seek to formalize the industry and solidify their own 
place within the industry

I kind of made it my mission to educate the 
travel industry about the value that travel 
bloggers can bring to the table … to build 
bridges with the industry… about what 
influencers can do and to find new ways of 
working together.

-Founder of Influencer Marketing Agency



The Emergence of Intermediaries 
• Structured flexibility describes formalized 

relationships in which a brand provides an 
organizational scheme designed to suit its campaign 
goals yet is open enough for influencers to satisfy 
their unique needs/audiences

You can explore, totally free, kind of as a 
tourist, as unbiased as possible, to see what 
you want to do, what is interesting for you, 
and experience the city instead of the normal 
traditional press trip.

-European Destination Marketer



Influencer Labor and Exploitation
• Multiple forms of exploitation by influencers and DMOs

• Influencers often work for free or overdeliver
• DMOs evaluate influencers based on “engagement”

• Intermediaries further industry’s structural inequalities
• Reduce risk for DMOs and increase risk for influencers
• Market to aspiring influencers with products and services



Conclusion

• Disconnect between travel influencers and DMOs

• Intermediaries filling gap become “brand managers”
(Arvidsson, 2006)

• Intermediaries serve as industry gatekeepers while 
profiting from aspirations of prospective influencers



Thanks!


